GUILTY PLEASURES

These and other products are available online at
www.PenthouseStore.com or by calling 1-877-217-3436

KNUCKLE UP

WHISKEY DICK LUBE

Although they’re made of plastic, we’ve never seen a sexier set of brass
knuckles. Knuckle Up is one of the most original sexcessories on the market.
Simply attach any compatible dildo to the plastic plug, put your fingers through
the toy’s knuckles, and get to it! It works with all Vac-U-Lock dildos, giving you
a unique way to fuck yourself—or your partner.

It used to be that having
“whiskey dick” meant you were
ending the night unsatisfied,
but now it means the exact
opposite. This bourbon-flavored
lube/massage oil is the best
thing to happen to sex in years.
Unlike the real thing, this nonalcoholic boozy delight won’t
leave you limp. Simply add a
few squirts and you and your
lady will be experiencing
bedded bliss in no time!

FINGER FRIENDS

These 10-function bullet vibes are
the perfect accessories for solo
pleasure. Each Finger Friend consists
of a powerful bullet and a stylish
silicone sleeve that create a fantastic
fuck buddy. A loop on the back of
each sleeve makes it the perfect onehanded toy, leaving your free hand
free to pleasure other parts. We’re
sure this will quickly become one of
your best friends!
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S&M BLINDFOLDS

Whether you’re a long-time fan of sensation play or have just discovered it
thanks to the mainstream success of kinky erotica, you’ll love the blindfolds
from Sex & Mischief. You can get traditional black satin or go for the more
colorful red, pink or leopard print. Whichever you choose, once you put it
on we guarantee you’ll be in for a night of sensual surprises!

CUM CLOTH
We’ve always been fans of baby wipes for post-coitus cleanup, but if you’re looking for
something more formal—and more environmentally friendly—you can’t go wrong with
the Cum Cloth. The soft microfiber towel is gentle enough to use when wiping off more
intimate areas, but strong enough to get the job done. Anyone who likes to be clean
when they’re getting down and dirty will love this product.

SABRINA MAREE
PET PUSSY

We have a thing for redheads, and
Sabrina Maree is one of the
fieriest. If this gorgeous ginger is
your type, we suggest you pick up
her Vibrating Pet Pussy & Ass. We
know this pussy will bring you
pleasure because it’s molded
straight from Sabrina’s privates,
and with two tight entrances, you
can fuck her any which way you
choose. Don’t miss your chance to
ride this red-haired hottie!
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Scan this code to visit
PenthouseStore.com, then
take 15% off your order with
promotional code SEPTFOR

